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1. Translate the following passage into C凶且ese (25%) and then briefly discuss its me扭扭g or make a brief 

comment (5%). 

In recent ye缸s, a number of scholars have observed 位ie generally positive出1pact of Taiwan’s cultural 

hybrid泣ation, brilliantly showcased in也e diverse topoi and rich textures of the products of its dyn缸nic

creative indus旬， ma蚵ng the island nation a visible node in the global and in仕缸·egional circulations of 

images and symbolic goods in the new millennium. Viewed from a different angle, howev吼叫tural

hybridization more often than not takes place involuntarily, under government coercion and wi也in the 

framework of asymme說c relations among real and symbolic powers. In p訂世c叫缸， cons巴cutive era 

甘個sitions 組組且gplacewi也詛 a brief span of time tend to intensify 如d fur也er complic且te this process .... 

執行也 each newer且， a different set of historical narratives, symbolic systems, and institutional struc仙res

are introduced. Whe也位 forcibly imposed or not, 也e new cultural ord位 often exhibits a hegemonic 

character, is supported by the all-encompassing組d deeply pen甜甜ng state app位的科 and出plies an 

explicit or implicit rejection of key elements from 也e dom且ant 叫恤e of也e previous era. Most crucial 

to.our concerns is 也at such abrupt transitions inevitably cut short and redirect cultural processes on an 

extensive scale. 

(Sung也eng Yvonne Chang et al.,“'Introduction: Liter位y Taiwan-An East Asian Contextual 

Perspective”) 

2. Translate the following passage into Chinese (15%) and then briefly discuss its me訂ling or make a brief 

comment (5%). 

Stori郎， howev位P位fectly conceived and powe品lily wri位en,howev釘m9討ng, do not accomplish 

successfully their allotted fu且ction. Each story and each repetition or v訂iation of it leaves some 

unc釘t也ty or contains some loose end unraveling its effect, accordi耳 to an implacable law 也at is not so 

much psychological or social as linguis位c. This necess缸y旭completion means 也叫 no story fulfills 

perfectly, once and for all, its functions of orderi且g and confirmi且g. And so we need ano也er sto旬， and

也m another, and yet anoth缸， without ev1巴：r coming to 也e end of our need for stories or without ever 

assuaging the hunger 也.ey are meant to satisfy. 

σ. Hillis Mill缸，啊arrativ的

3. Please make a comment o且也e folio叫ngpoem wri位en by E甜lyDic.區nson, you can answer either 

English or Chinese. (25%) · 
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There Is Another Sky 
By Emily Dickinson 

祖ere is 血。由er s旬，

Ever serene and fair, 

A且d也位B is another sunshine, 

Though it be da:τ·kness 也ere﹔

Never mind faded forests, Austin, 

Never mind silent 宜elds -

Here is a little forest, 

Whose leaf is ever green; 
Here is a brighter g訂de且，

Where not a 企ost ha:s been; 
In its unfading flowers 

Ihe訂也B bright bee hum: 

Pri也ee, my bro也缸，

Into my g訂den come! 

Source: h仕os://www:fa血ilv但endQoems.com/ooem／也ere-is－曲。由er-skv-bv-emilv-dic姑且son

(Emily Dickinso；吋

4. Please 個nslate the follow旭g two pa:ragraphs from English into Chinese. (25%) 

There wa:s a change on the village where the fountai且 fell, and where 也e mender of roads went fo的

daily to h缸nmeroutof也e stones on the highway such morsels of bread a:s might s位ve for patches to hold 

his poor ignorant soul a且d his poor reduced body toge也前． τbe prison on也6 位ag was not so domina:nt as 

of yore ; there were soldiers to gu訂d it, but not many﹔也位e were officers to gu位d the soldiers, but not one 

of也em knew what his men would do-beyond 也is：也at it would probably not be what he wa:s ordered 

Fa:r and wide lay a ruined co區也y, yield旭g no血泊g but desolation. Every gree且 leaf, every blade of 

grass and· blade of grain, wa:s as shrivelled 組d poor a:s 也e rnlserable people. Ev位y也詛g wa:s bo..,red 

down，峭的ted, oppressed, and broken. Habitations, fences, domesticated a:nimals, men, women, children, 

and the soil that bore 也.em-all worn out. (by Cha:rles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities) 




